
Reduced sequence to set only phase shifters ( and maybe dk) using the K-Mono 

Cell n: CA(n) U(n) AF(n) CB(n) BPM(n) Quad(n) PS(n)      , AF = ambient field coil 

General: 

1. Two adjacent undulators have to be setup to: 

a. Have to be set to the same k-value 

b. Have to have the same pointing ( check one by one )  

2. The ROI of the SR imager has to be centered to the SR spot on the SR imager 

a. Either change the pointing by means of the air coils or 

b. Change the position of the ROI ( still only possible in KARABO ) 

3. The width and height of the ROI has to be small -> 20 px 

4. Scan of phase shifter in between with “ Phase Shifter Scan” 

“XFEL.FEL/IMGSR.PROC.SA2/SA2_XTD1_IMGSR/BEAMVIEW.REGIONMEAN” and set to max 

5. gap-Scan of second undulator with “Undulator Scan” , same property and note any 

difference to the table values – decide whether to change the dk 

Sequence: 

1. close the first undulator to k0 

2. get the center of the spot in the SR imager (x0,y0) 

3. set the SR-imager ROI to (x0-10,x0+10,y0-10,y0+10) 

4. do a K-Mono scan and set the K-Mono energy to max 

5. open the first undulator (30mm gap should be enough) and close the next undulator 

6. steer the spot on the SR imager to the same spot (x0,y0) with the air coils in between 

7. close the first undulator again 

8. do the PS scan 

9. do the k-scan of the second undulator 

If there is no strong interference there is probably not enough overlap and one has to change the 

relation between CBs and CAs – this is most important for the chicanes. 

  



 

Tools: 
“Tools / Cameras / Picture Analysis”: 

 

Raw has to 

be active 

Gauss fit or 2D gauss 

fit to get the center 

for the SR-IMG ROI 

ROI of this application has 

to contain the complete 

spot for the gauss fits 

Mean1 = x center 

Mean2 = y center 

Both in absolute pixels, to be 

used to set the SR-IMG ROI 



 

Figure 1: standard phase shifter scan using the SR imager ROI 

 

Figure 2: undulator gap scan 

Error bars when 

“continuous meas.” 

Is off 8 left over 

from previous 

meas. “ 


